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A: Match the sentences with the pictures given. 

                       
                                       a                    b                          c                    d 
1- People should have regular plans to travel. 
 
2-Deaf people use sign language to communicate.  
 
3- To cure technology addiction, people should spend more time with their 
friends. 
4-It is necessary to weigh yourself every month.. 
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B: One odd out. 
5. a) harmful       b) worthy        c) valuable        d) friendly 
6. a)percent         b)number       c)measure        d)society 
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3 C: Match each word on the left column with its definition on the right column.                   
7.despite   (     )      a) To stop something from happening 
8.recent     (    )    b)Existing in the correct amount 
9.make up  (     )     c)Without  taking any notice of 
10.prevent  (     )     d)Starting a short time ago 
                       e)To form an amount or number 
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D.Circle the correct answer.  
11.This book provides you with a range of …to develop your vocabulary 
knowledge. 
a)activities        b)experiences       c)continents  d)interviews 
12.English has become so…because it has become the language of business. 
a) popular         b)difficult             c) busy         d) easy 
13……..is a strong need to regularly have something such as a drug.  
a)Depression    b)Addiction         c)Education   d)Comparison 
14.Whenever you ………with me, I hope you will be honest to let me know. 
a)disagree             b)imagine            c)dislike                d)enable 
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5 E. Complete the sentences with given words.(There’s one extra) 
( explanation-creation-uncountable-popular-depressed-identify-vary) 
15-. Working with computers for a long time makes people sick and ………….. 
16- The prices of the clothes in this store …….….according to their sizes. 
17- Tea is probably the most ………drink in Iran. 
18-I picked the bag and read the………………. 
19-Mid-term exam usually have…..values for teachers to guess how the final 
exam would be. 
20.Nobody seems to know about the……….of the world. 
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6 F: Complete the sentences with your words. 
21-Laghter is the best………………..for your health. 
22-To live healthier take care of your physical and …………..health. 
23-We should……….……all languages .no matter how different they are. 
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7 G:Add prefixes or suffixes,then write the appropriate form of the given words . 
24-There are lots of ……………(culture) differences between Iran an India. 
25-A …………..(translate) changes writing into different language. 
26-The information you gave was …………(correct).It was all wrong. 
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8 H:Choose the best answer. 
27-Alex is very busy these days.He has……….free time. 
a)few             b)little               c)much              d)many 
28-The workers …………in this factory since ten years ago. 
a)worked       b)are workin      c)works           d)have worked         
29-She……the letter and read the address on it. 
a)picks                b)picked                   c)has picked           d)was picking 
30- Sitting………increases health risks. 
a)a lot  of           b)lots of            c)a bit              d)a lot 
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9 I: Complete the dialogue with the words in parenthesis. (there’s one extra) 
 (bag-a bottle of-loaves-a bar of-some ) 
Dad:I’m going out.Do you want anything? 
Mum:Could you buy …………31..….oil and …32……..bread? 
Dad:How much bread? 
Mum::Two…33….,please.And there’s no sugar left .Buy a small……34. 
Dad:No more? 
Mum:No,thanks. 
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10 J: Put the words in the correct order. 
35-his-Carefully-in-wrote-letter-this-bedroom-afternoon-the-he. 
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01 K: Cloze test 
 The only thing I was still looking for was a bag of sugar. There were four types 
of sugar. I picked the bags and read the explanations. ……………36………….., 
I didn’t understand their differences. A young man came to me and asked what 
I wanted. I told him I needed ……………37…………sugar for breakfast. He 
gave me some …………..38………. . Again, I didn’t understand the differences. 
I took pictures of the explanations, sat somewhere and checked the 
explanations in my mobile dictionary. ………39…….., I understood what type of 
sugar I needed to buy. 
 
36                 
37                                           
38        
39. a. At                              
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12 L: Read the passages and answer the questions. 
Healthy food is good for you. You need it for shiny hair and strong bones .You 
need it so you can grow tall and feel good .The best part about healthy food is 
that it is tasty! You can find grains in bread and rice. You should eat four 
servings of grains every day. Milk, cheese, and yogurt are also important 
.These will give you strong bones. Meat, beans, fish and nuts give your body 
iron and protein. You can also eat an egg or some peanut butter to help keep 
your body healthy. Fruit and vegetables are good to eat .Eat many kinds each 
week. Chips and cookies are tasty, but try to eat rarely .When you eat healthy 
food, your body will thank you! But don’t forget to exercise. “A healthy diet” 
without exercise doesn’t have enough influence on you. 
                               Write a complete answer for each question.  
40. Is a healthy diet without exercising effective?  
41. How many servings of grain is enough in a day?  
 
                                 Choose the correct answer. 
42. Healthy food will make you ……………. .  
a. sick         b. unhealthy            c. strong            d. tasty  
43. What kind of vegetables should you eat each week?  
a. light vegetable     b. green vegetables     c.one kind       d. many kinds 
                                                     True or False? 
44. There is no need to do exercise.                     a. true         b. false  
45. You should eat cookies instead of grains.     a. true        b. false 
 

With the best wishes 4 U 
                                                    Ghaderi far   1399 
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